Revised Survey for CARL Libraries re: Investments in “Open”

A survey by CARL's Advancing Research Committee
CARL members are asked to update their responses using this survey no later than August 31, 2019.
The rst draft of this survey was open for CARL academic libraries from March 28 until April 17, 2019, and the results were presented at the CARL meeting
in May 2019. The original survey has been revised based on feedback from the initial responses, in order to clarify the scope of several questions and to
address misinterpretations. Note that this survey will also be open to non-CARL institutions in Canada in the fall 2019. Only aggregate survey data will be
and released beyond CARL members.
Please note: this survey will likely require coordination across several of your library’s departments, and therefore may require several hours to identify
and assess investments, while entering the responses into this form will likely only take 10-15 minutes. In cases where there are several people
completing the survey, please ensure that each investment is counted only once.
We strongly encourage you to preview this questionnaire in advance as a PDF le, available here.

********
CARL and academic libraries in general have been promoting openness for years with the aim of increasing the impact of research and ensuring that
research outputs are available to all who can use them including researchers, industry, practitioners and the society at large. The trend towards openness
and sharing of research outputs continues to gain traction and in the last decade the activities related to open have expanded beyond supporting open
access to journal articles, and now also include a range of services and investments to provide open access to research data, monographs, educational
resources and so on.
At the same time, libraries have been expanding their services and increasing their external investments to support this trend. However, the current
investments by academic libraries in open are not well documented, nor are they well recognized by the broader community. Additionally the resources
available for libraries to invest in open vary signi cantly across institutions. In a research ecosystem that is increasingly open, libraries need to chart a
path and de ne their roles and expectations in this area.
As a rst step, CARL has developed a survey that will help the community better understand libraries’ current local and external investments (in-kind and
direct expenditures) in open content, services, platforms, and infrastructure, as well as which organizations are being funded. In addition, the survey will
provide an estimate of the total expenditures by Canadian academic libraries in open.

Objectives
To gain a better understanding of how much is being spent (directly, through sta ng and in-kind contributions) by Canadian academic libraries on
open services, platforms and infrastructures
To determine the approximate amount of library funding currently directed to “open” as a portion of the total library budget including acquisitions
To have a 2018/19 baseline number to track open investments over time.
To help map the “open” landscape and identify gaps in current investments
To support Canadian libraries in shifting funds towards open by de ning benchmarks

Scope
This survey will focus on Canadian academic library investments in open for the 2018/2019 scal year. The survey is divided into 2 sections: (1) Direct
nancial investments and (2) Investments in salaries. Each section considers investments into four di erent types of open content: publications (ETDs,
journals and monographs), research data, and open educational resources, and digitized content.
In instances where the exact budget gures for the 2018/2019 scal year are not available, please make your best estimation.

Out of Scope
For the purposes of this survey, preservation activities are excluded.
Analytics, indexing and Current Research Information Systems are excluded because they track both open and paywalled content.
Only include investments in open source platforms if these facilitate access to open content.
Exclude investments such as CrossRef and ORCID, because these are not necessarily directly related to “open” content.

De nitions
Article processing charge (APC): a fee charged to the author, creator, or institution to cover the cost of an article so that it will be available free of charge
and permitting any user to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full text of these articles without nancial, legal or technical
barriers other than those inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself.(adapted from Open Access Oxford Glossary: Source)
Open access publishing: services that publish exclusively articles and/or monographs that are freely available via the Internet, permitting any user to
read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full text of these articles without nancial, legal or technical barriers other than those

inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself.
Open educational resources (OER): quality controlled, openly licensed, online educational materials for sharing, use, and reuse. (adapted from Open
Research Glossary: http://www.righttoresearch.org/resources/OpenResearchGlossary/)
Open repository: an archive that collects, manages and provides free access to primarily articles, monographs and theses & dissertations. These can be
institutional or subject-based. For the purposes of this survey, data repositories are not included in this category.
Open research data: Open research data refers to the data underpinning scienti c research results that has no restrictions on its access, enabling anyone
to access it. (European Commission: https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/strategy/goals-research-and-innovation-policy/openscience/open-science-monitor/facts-and- gures-open-research-data_en)
**********
If you have any questions, please contact Lise Brin, Program O cer at CARL, at lise.brin@carl-abrc.ca.
***********
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Identi cation
Notes for this section:
This information is required to ensure that there is no duplication of institutional responses.
All data collected will only be presented in aggregate form when distributed beyond CARL members.

*Name of primary contact:

*Email address:

*Institution:

Job title:

[NEW SECTION] Part 0.5: Investments via National and Regional Consortia
Notes for this section:
We will be deriving some information about investments directly from the regional consortia, Portage, and CRKN, so please do not include your
investments through these organizations in the questions below, unless it involves in-kind support from your sta .

[Note: The following question was moved from Part 1]
*3. Was your library a CRKN member in the 2018/19 scal year?
Yes

No

[Note: The following question was moved from Part 1]
*14. Did your library contribute nancially to Portage in the 2018/19 scal year?
Yes

No

[Note: The following question was moved from Part 1]
Branching > If CAUL then redirect to Page 4
Branching > If COPPUL then redirect to Page 4
Branching > If OCUL/ScholarsPortal then redirect to Page 3
Branching > If BCI then redirect to Page 4
Branching > If None of the above then redirect to Page 4
*4. Was your library a member of one of the following regional association in the 2018/19 scal year? If so, please choose which one:
CAUL
COPPUL
OCUL/ScholarsPortal
BCI
None of the above
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Questions for OCUL member institutions:
[NEW] What is the approximate total membership fees you paid to Scholars Portal in the 2018/19 scal year?

Did you opt in to any of the following packages/subscriptions through OCUL in the 2018/19 scal year?
Bioline
DOAJ
Library of Humanities
PhilPapers
Did you opt in to any of the following services through OCUL in the 2018/19 scal year?
Public Knowledge Project
OJS and/or OMP hosting service provided by Scholars Portal
Dataverse North Project
If you selected any of the opt-in services/subscriptions above, what is the approximate total amount of funds you invested in these activities in the
2018/19 scal year? (Do not include your base membership fees, only the opt-in packages/services listed above.)
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Part 1: Direct Financial Investments
Notes for this section:
Important: Please include each expenditure only once in the questionnaire (if it ts in more than one category use the one which best represents
the service).
“Direct nancial investments” refers to expenditures from your library directed to external organizations. In-kind contributions will be considered in
Part 2 of the survey.
CARL will work with each of the organizations listed below to ascertain which portion of your membership fees goes toward open scholarship
initiatives.

*1. What is the total amount of your library's expenditures for 2018-2019? Please include only funds controlled by the library.

Note: If your 2018-2019 year is not yet complete, please provide a projected gure.

ADVOCACY, PROMOTION, AND LOBBYING
*2. Was your library a CARL member in the 2018/19 scal year?
Yes

No

[NOTE: Questions 3 & 4 moved to Part 0.5 above.]

*5. Does your library provide funding for any other organizations (excluding the ones above) that advocate, promote and/or lobby for open access, open
research data, open educational resources (for example, through memberships or sponsorships)?

Note: Do not include your investments in Portage in this section of the survey.
Yes

No

If so, from the following list of organizations, please select those of which your library is a member or to whom your library provides sponsorship of
some form:

Please note: CARL will work with each of these organizations to ascertain which portion of your membership fees goes toward open scholarship
initiatives.
Association of Research Libraries
Coalition for Open Access Policy Institutions
COAR - Confederation of Open Access Repositories
Creative Commons
OASPA
SPARC
Other(s)
[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 5 if needed:
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EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND CONFERENCES
*6. [REVISED] Does your library provide funding for sta to attend education, training, or conferences that are primarily related to open access, open
research data, or open educational resources? (see list below).

(Do not include your employees’ professional development spending.)
Yes

No

*7. Does your library provide funding or sponsorship for open access, open research data or open educational events?
Yes

No

If so, what is the approximate total amount of funds you invested in these activities in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] If so, please select to which of the following education, training, or conferences events your library paid fees for sta to attend in 2018-2019?
COAR Conference
Force11
Library Publishing Forum
OpenCon
Open Education Conference (OpenEd)
Open Repositories
PKP Conference
Other(s)
If so, what is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these services in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your responses to questions 6 & 7 if needed:
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PLATFORMS AND SERVICES
In this section you will be asked for your expenditures in the following ve categories -- although there may be overlap of expenditures across categories,
please include expenditures in the most appropriate category:
Open access publishing (journals and monographs)
Open repositories (primarily articles, theses, and dissertations)
Open research data
Open educational resources
Digitized content
Other open tools

Open access publishing (journals and monographs)
Important notes for this section:
Do not include the amount your library paid for APCs or Open Access memberships with publishers. This will be recorded in a later section.
Do not include consortial licenses or memberships in this section.
Do not include local costs for managing and publishing services.
Do not include investments in open educational resources in this section.

*8. [REVISED] Does your library support or fund contribute funds directly (not through a regional association) to any organizations that develop OA
journal or monograph publishing platforms or systems (e.g. Public Knowledge Project (PKP) for their ongoing development of Open Journal Systems
and/or Open Monograph Press)?

Note: Please do not include platforms or services related to open textbooks or OERs -- these will be counted in question #18.
Yes

No

If so, what organizations did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?
[LIST OF OPTIONS HAS BEEN EDITED: included non-CRKN contributions to Érudit]
[NEW] Érudit (membership fees only – do not include contributions via CRKN consortial licenses)
Public Knowledge Project (PKP)
Other(s)
If applicable, what is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these services in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 8 if needed:

*9. Does your library contract with any organizations that host journals, or provide your library with monograph publishing platforms or services (e.g.
Bepress)?

Note: Please do not include platforms or services related to open textbooks or OERs -- these will be counted in question #18.
Yes

No

If so, what organizations did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?
[LIST OF OPTIONS EDITED: OCUL OJS hosting removed from options, moved to Part 0.5]
Bepress
Public Knowledge Project (Costs for external hosting of OJS journals only)
Ubiquity Press/Ubiquity Partner Network
Other(s)
If applicable, what is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these services in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 9 if needed:

Branching > If Yes then redirect to Page 7
Branching > If No then redirect to Page 8
*9B. [NEW QUESTION] Is the university press budget part of the library budget?
Yes
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No

[NEW] In the previous question you indicated that the university press budget is part of the library budget. What APPROXIMATE amount of funds going to
the university press supports open content?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to the question above if needed:

Branching > Redirect to Page 9
Page 8

Rule > Complimentary question required if 'Yes' is selected
[NEW] In the previous question you indicated that the university press budget is NOT part of the library budget. Does your library provide any funding to
the university press at your institution to publish open access content?
Yes

No

What is the approximate amount of funds that the library spent on the open access portion of these services in 2018/19 scal year? (You may need to
contact the Press to get this gure.)

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to the question above if needed:
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PLATFORMS AND SERVICES (continued)
Open repositories (articles, monographs, theses & dissertations)
Important notes for this section:
Do not include your institutional costs for local hosting or sta costs for managing your repositories or a consortial repository.
Do not include your library's investments in data repositories here, but if you use the same repository to collect articles and data (and other types of
content), please include it here.
Do not include your library's investments in Portage or regional repository services in this section.
Do not include your library's investments in other types of digital collections here (e.g. digitized content).
Do not include services devoted to preservation (e.g. LOCKSS, Archivematica)

*10. Does your library contract with any organization(s) to host its repository? (e.g. Digital Commons)
Yes

No

If so, what organization(s) did your library contract with in the 2018/19 scal year?
[LIST OF OPTIONS EDITED: CAIRN moved to question #19; Ubiquity Press moved from question #11]
Digital Commons (bepress repository)
DSpace Hosting Service
Ubiquity Press
Other(s)
What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 10 if needed:

*11. [EDITED] Does your library fund, subscribe to, or support any external repositories (e.g. arXiv)?
Yes

No

If so, what organizations did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?
[EDITS TO LIST OF OPTIONS: ContentDM moved to question 19; Ubiquity Press moved to question 10]
arXiv
bioRxiv
Center of Open Science preprint repository
Humanities Commons
SSRN
Other (s)
What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 11 if needed:

*12. [EDITED] Does your library fund or support any organizations that develop repository platforms (articles, monographs, theses & dissertations only –
do not include repositories that contain primarily data or digitized collections)?
Yes

No

If so, what organizations did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?

Do not include Islandora (if used primarily as data repository), Dataverse or other data repository platforms here, they will be included in the open data
or digitization sections.
DSpace
Duraspace
Fedora
Hydra
Samvera
Other(s)
What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 12 if needed:

*13. Does your library contract with any organizations that provides consulting services related to platform upgrading/ maintenance (e.g. Atmire,
Discovery Garden)?
Yes

No

If so, what organizations did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?
4Science
Atmire
Discovery Garden
Other(s)
What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 13 if needed:
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PLATFORMS AND SERVICES (continued)
Open research data
Important notes for this section:
Do not include your institutional costs for local hosting or sta costs for managing your repositories or funds paid to a consortial repository.
Do not include any costs related to repositories included in the previous section.
Do not include services devoted to preservation (e.g. LOCKSS, Archivematica)

[Note: Question 14 was moved to Part 0.5]
*15. [EDITED] Does your library support, subscribe to, or fund any other organization(s) to host your institution's open data platform(s) or service(s) (e.g.
Figshare, Mendeley)?
Yes

No

If so, what organization(s) did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?
Open Science Framework (Center for Open Science)
Dryad
Figshare
Lyrasis
Mendeley
OCUL Dataverse hosting (non-OCUL members only)
Other(s)
What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 15 if needed:

*16. [EDITED] Does your library support, subscribe to, or fund any other organizations that develop open data platforms or services (e.g. Islandora,
Dataverse)?
Yes

No

If so, what organization(s) did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?
Islandora
Dataverse
Other(s)
What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 16 if needed:

*17. Does your library contract with any organizations that provides consulting services related to open data platforms or services?
Yes

No

If so, what organization(s) did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?

What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 17 if needed:
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PLATFORMS AND SERVICES (continued)
Open educational resources
Important notes for this section:
Do not include your institutional costs for local hosting or sta costs for managing OERs.

*18. Does your library support or fund any organizations that host/deliver/develop open educational resources platforms or services?
Yes

No

If so, what organizations did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?
PressBooks
OERuniversitas
Other(s)
What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

Rule > Complimentary question required if 'Yes' is selected
*18B. [NEW] Does your library invest any other funds in OER related activities on your campus?
Yes

No

What is the approximate total funds your library spent on these other activities in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your responses to questions 18 and 18B if needed:
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PLATFORMS AND SERVICES (continued)
Digitized content
Important notes for this section:
Do not include your institutional costs for local hosting or sta costs for digitization or managing digitized content.
Do not include consortial investments in Canadiana.org (only include additional contracts between your library and Canadiana.org).
Do not include services devoted to preservation (e.g. LOCKSS)

*19. [EDITED] Does your library support, subscribe to, or fund any organization(s) that digitize content for your institution, or host/deliver/develop open
digitized content platforms and service (e.g. Internet Archive, ContentDM, Omeka, Canadiana.org, Hathi Trust)?
Yes

No

If so, what organizations did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?
[LIST OF OPTIONS HAS BEEN EDITED: CAIRN added (moved from question 10); ContentDM and Omeka added]
CAIRN (Council of Atlantic University Libraries joint repository)
Canadiana.org (only include investments made directly to Canadiana.org for digitization services, do not include any subscriptions to Canadiana.org
in this section)
ContentDM
HathiTrust
Internet Archive
Omeka
Other(s)
What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 19 if needed:
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PLATFORMS AND SERVICES (continued)
Other “open” tools
*20. [EDITED] Does your library support or fund any organizations/services that host/deliver/develop other “open” tools (e.g. DataCite, OpenDOAR,
Sherpa-Romeo, Unpaywall)?
Yes

No

If so, what organizations/services did your library fund in the 2018/19 scal year?
[LIST OF OPTIONS HAS BEEN EDITED: DataCite has been added (moved from question 26)]
1Findr
DataCite
DOAJ (including SCOSS contributions)
OpenDOAR
SHERPA/Romeo (including SCOSS contributions)
Unpaywall
Other(s)
What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on these organizations in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 20 if needed:
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CONTENT
Article processing charges
*21. Does your library provide funds for Article Processing Charges (APCs)?
Yes

No

If so, approximately how much did the library spend in the 2018/19 scal year?

*22. Are other units outside your library providing funds for APCs
Yes

No

I don't know

If so, is your library collecting data on APCs being funded outside your library budget?
Yes

No

If so, how are you doing this?

If so, how much was spent at your institution outside the budget library in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your responses to questions 21-22 if needed:

[NOTE: The "Consortial OA memberships/sponsorships" section (question 23) has been integrated into Part 0.5 at the start of this survey.]

Institutional OA memberships/sponsorships
*24. Does your library provide DIRECT (not consortially managed) funds towards memberships, sponsorships or partnerships with OA publishers?
Yes

No

If so, to which publishers did your library contribute in the 2018/19 scal year through DIRECT INSTITUTIONAL investments?
BMJ
Copernicus Publications
De Gruyter
eLife
F1000 Research
Frontiers
Hindawi
Knowledge Unlatched
Lever Press
MDPI
OAPEN
Open Book Publishers
Open Humanities Press
Open Library of the Humanities
PeerJ
Public Library of Science (PLOS)
Springer (Open Access Membership)
Other(s)

What is the approximate total amount of funds your library spent on this in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 24 if needed:
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND STORAGE
25. [EDITED] Is your library responsible for funding the infrastructure costs of the underlying systems, computer and storage needed to support open
activities, or is this covered by other institutional funds?

NOTE: We recognize that this is a complex and varied question so we are not attempting to assess the extent of libraries’ nancial contributions at this
time.

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 25 if needed:

BEST PRACTICES AND STANDARDS
Important notes for this section:
Do not include COAR subscriptions in this section.

*26. [EDITED] Does your library support or fund any organizations that develop or support best practices and standards in the area of open scholarship
(e.g. Library Publishing Coalition, Research Data Alliance)?
Yes

No

If so, to which organizations did your library contribute in the 2018/19 scal year?
[LIST OF OPTIONS EDITED: DataCite moved to question 10]
Library Publishing Coalition
Research Data Alliance (RDA)
Other(s)
Approximately how much did your library spend in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 26 if needed:

OTHER
*27. [EDITED] Did your library provide any other direct nancial investments towards open that you did not include in any of the previous questions in
the scal year 2018/2019?
Yes

No

[EDITED] If so, please list any additional organizations to which you contributed that you have not previously mentioned (or that we have not collected via
consortial data):

Approximately how much did your library spend on this in the 2018/19 scal year?

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your response to question 27 if needed:
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Part 2: Investments in Salaries
Important notes for this section:
Salaries are assumed to re ect locally focused “open” activities, as well as in-kind contributions to other e orts beyond your institution.
Do not include Liaison or Subject Librarians unless they have formal and dedicated responsibilities for advocating for open resources or practices.
Do not double-count, but make your best estimation in terms of time spent in various roles

28. Do you have positions in your library whose responsibilities include the areas listed below? (Please see examples of sta ng positions in each
category here.)
For FTEs, indicate a total FTE even if based on multiple positions (e.g. for OA publishing, you might enter "1.7 FTE," even though this is comprised of 1 FTE publishing support
specialist, .5 FTE technical programming, .2 FTE systems administration and support)
NOTE: "Scholarly communications" has been moved from the top of the list reponsibilities to the bottom, and rephrased as "Other scholarly communications duties (any
responsibilities in addition to the roles identi ed above)"

yes / no

If so, what is the total approximate number of FTEs working in these areas in the
2018/19 scal year? (adding all part and full time positions)

OA publishing (this includes in kind
support for external services (e.g. OJS
software development, support for
externally managed journal)
Open repositories (not including data
repositories, but including repositories
that collect articles and data. Including inkind development support)
Open research data (including in kind
support for Portage, or regional platform
development, and management of local
data management services)
Open educational resources
Digitized content
Managing OA membership/sponsorships
or APC funds
Managing the underlying infrastructure
and storage to support open services
Technical development of open platforms
and tools (not covered by the categories
above)
Advocacy, promotion, and lobbying for
open infrastructure, content and
adoption
Other open-oriented salary expenditures
not listed above
Other scholarly communications duties
(any responsibilities in addition to the
roles identi ed above)

29. For the positions above, what is the approximate total aggregate amount paid in annual salaries in the 2018/19 scal year?

Note: Please only include the portion of their salaries devoted to "open" activities.

[NEW] Optional: Please provide any additional notes or annotations related to your responses to questions 28-29 if needed:

This is the end of the survey. Please click on "Submit" below if you are ready to submit your answers, or click on "Save and continue" to have a link
emailed to you so you can return to this survey later.
Please note that you can also download your responses using the links below prior to submitting.
Thank you!

Download form including your responses to PDF Excel
Powered by SimpleSurvey

